'bag of masks"
feet it is practically impossible for anyone to live except as an estra-
perlista either active or passive, namely buying or selling on the black-
market, or, as in the case of officials, by accepting graft for favours
granted.
I shall use an English name, however, in my next few remarks
on the devil-women; being gentle and fair to them, I hope, as
they have never been gentle or fair by me—nor by anyone except
themselves*; for their goddess is Fuji Yama, and Fuji Yama means
"the only one". Perhaps I should have said an Irish name, making
due acknowledgment to Bernard Shaw who bit into the copper
two acid portraits of the devil-women of the whole world of
heartbreak when he wrote of the Shotover sisters, Mrs. Hushabye
and Lady Utterword: "the daughters of the witch of Zanzibar"—
(I find it hard to understand why "Heartbreak House" is not
universally acknowledged without question as the greatest play
Shaw ever wrote.) My original name for the species, the get-
away-with-murder women, sprang from my exasperated sense
of impotence, not at what they were, which had to be accepted, as
good and evil must eternally be accepted, but at the fact that always
and always they got away with it. . The devil who spawns them
thoughtfully attends to their looks, for very rarely if ever has a
devil-woman been without beauty, usually of the innocent appealing
kind, so that it is not possible to discover whether without it they
could still work out their destiny and achieve their successes.
Rarely, again, are they handicapped, as the rest of us so often are,
by some disability of health. The toughs may look frail, it is part.
of their equipment, but do we ever find them exhausted whatever
test the day has brought ? They feel no weariness and therefore
achieve a shining reputation for endurance. They do not need to
rest, they do not catch cold, they do not have spots, their teeth do
not decay, their hair does not fall out, they are not short-sighted,
they have 100 per cent, digestion—yes, they eat like cart-horses
and remain like-greyhounds. Over and over again we have all
had to hear the bad news that one of our dear friends, a life-giver,
has to undergo a sudden dangerous operation; I cannot remember
ever hearing that one of the toughs has had to undefgo an operation.
Their insides are of granite and fortified steel.
The devil-women are fearless; which is to say that they have
no fear. Here again, Lucifer their father has attended personally
to the matter; his baptismaTgifts are more valuable than t|ie sBNrt
mug, the spoon-and-pusher which the rest of us receive, «^-ii—•
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